Imaging of simulated crackle sounds distribution on the chest.
Crackles sounds have been associated with several pulmonary pathologies and diverse algorithms have been proposed for extracting and counting them from the acquired lung sound. These tasks depend among other factors, of the relation between the magnitude of the crackle and the background lung sound. In this work, we explore multivariate signal processing to deal with the tasks and propose a new concept, the discontinuous adventitious sounds imaging. The image formation is founded on the results of two proposed methodologies that use an autoregressive (AR) model. In the first case, the AR coefficients feed an artificial neural network (ANN) to classify temporal acoustic information as healthy or sick and; in the second case, a time-variant AR (TVAR) model, obtained by the RLS algorithm, permits to detect changes in the TVAR coefficients to be associated with the number of crackles. For AR-ANN, the ratio of the temporal windows classified as sick to the classified as healthy is used as an index to form the adventitious image, while for TVAR-RLS, an estimation of the number of crackles is obtained to form the corresponding image. The results indicated that fine and coarse crackles could be detected and counted even with very low crackle magnitude so that the formation of a crackle distribution image was consistent.